
Red Book Can Be Sweet!

Red Book (CD) isn't the fair haired girl these days. It's sad how high and mighty audiophiles 
are knocking Red Book.  Obviously they haven't listened to the quality fine CDs can bring us these 
days. CDs are better than ever and a tremendous way to collect the greatest music ever recorded.

You can get music in many ways.

> LPs
LPs are FUN because you can hold the jacket in your hand. You can read the notes. 180-200g 

pressings today are dramatically better than the $6 discs we bought back in the day. But the truth is, 
all LPs have some degree of mechanical sound. Even the best of them have clicks, pops and surface 
noise. Problems of turntable/arm/cartridge compatibility, alignment and isolation are endemic to this 
medium. If you love records, hey, go nuts! But as a guy who plays the piano every day, I don't hear 
any of these mechanical distortions coming from a real instrument. 

> Downloads
Downloads are convenient and available in a thousand and one flavors. We find that most 

people who download music have no idea which bit rate they are using. Consequently, most folks are 
getting their music at 128 KBPS. Very few get 320, much less Lossless. Even 320 doesn't cut it! 

Hi-Res is a download option too, of course. But just because you pay $20-25 and download 
from HD Tracks, doesn't mean your music will have better sound than Red Book.

> Streaming
Streaming is easy and fun because YOU have access to THEIR musical library. As a classical 

music lover, streaming just doesn't work for me. Trying to find what I want, and to have a multiple 
movement work play IN ORDER is not a given. There are hundreds of streaming services. The best 
of them are 16/44 and sound worse than CDs after all the transmission hassle. Not to mention, the 
lousy meta data can make you age at a faster pace. In short, streaming is fine for pop music while 
doing tasks around the house.

> CDs & SACDs
This brings us to, CDs and SACDs. I for one, still like to have the music in my hand. I don't 

want a computer crash (never happened to you?!) to flush my music collection. For all the effort it 
takes to load up an extensive collection of music, I'm not happy about some server being my liaison 
to my music. I love to read about what I'm listening to. CD booklets are tremendously valuable!

For me, life is too short to waste time shoving THOUSANDS of CDs down the throat of my 
computer/server. Further, when you look at how iTunes or whomever files the meta data... NO 
THANKS. I refuse to manually enter the zillions of corrections.

How out of shape do you have to be to NOT BE ABLE to get up to put a CD in the tray?
Really? You grew up with LPs, got 20 minutes per side, and now you can't put in a CD that runs 50-
80 minutes. REALLY? You've got a house full of trinkets but there's no room for some of the greatest 
entertainment on the planet- great music?

SACDs give you the same Hi-Res 24 bit performance of top quality downloads. If you love 
your computer, suit yourself. As I've mentioned, for the hassle and atrocious meta data out there, I 
prefer SACDs for my most valuable music.

THE MUSIC
The proliferation of great music at CHEAP PRICES on CD today is an embarrassment of 

riches to us music lovers. Exhibit A:





 Decca has the Decca Sound Box, 54 CDs for about $120.
 Mercury Living Presence, three volumes of about 50 CDs each, each volume about $110.
 Philips Classics, 50 CDs for about $90.
 RCA Living Stereo, 60 CDs for about $100.

Take a look at the titles in the Originals. This music... these performers are among the best in 
the history of recorded sound. These are not musicians we've never heard of with orchestras from 
behind the iron curtain.

If you have a real love for classical music or jazz, the BOX SET options now are numerous 
and inexpensive. Even rock & roll fans have loads of remastered boxes to consider. If you bought 
ALL of the boxes I just mentioned, you will have spent about $750 and you would have just under 
400 CDs. This covers MUCH of the repertoire of the rich history of recorded classical music. No 
clicks. No pops. No surface noise. If you download Hi-Res from HD Tracks,



 $750 will get you 30 albums of very limited musical choices. A bunch of them will be Red Book, even 
at that price.

Collect music as you will. But don't forget about the Red Book option. The performance is 
better than ever. The pricing and collections are better than ever. So many Red Book discs sound so 
good these days, I'll bet I could trick you. I could tell you it was a Hi-Res download for $25, when in 
fact it was a Red Book CD for $15!


